Worawa Aboriginal College proudly invites you to join us at the Sandra Bardas Gallery for an Aboriginal Art Exhibition

Spirit, Place, People

Water Dreaming
Mickey Jampijinpa Singleton

We believe in education, culture & wellbeing
Dreamtime stories link people to a particular place and Spirit Ancestor and this connection cannot be taken away. Spirit, Place, People is about the inextricable links of the artists to their Dreaming.

Spirit, Place, People

Wild Plum Dreaming
Bessie Nakamarra Sims
Yuendumu

Water Dreaming
Mickey Jampijinpa Singelton
Yuendumu

Worawa Art Gallery
Set in beautiful grounds on land of cultural significance, the Worawa art gallery is named in honour of the late Sandra Bardas OAM, a founding member of Worawa College. The Gallery features student art and art from the Aboriginal communities that they come from. Students gain practical experience of preparing for an exhibition. Visitors have the opportunity to view stunning Aboriginal art and learn about the work of Worawa. The sale of artworks supports Aboriginal community activities and supports the work of the College.

Official Opening
12.00pm, Sunday 10 June

Gallery Open
10 June-8 July 2012
Daily 11.00am-3.00pm or by appointment
**About Worawa**

Worawa College is an Aboriginal Community Initiative. Young Aboriginal women are educated at Worawa in a holistic way that encourages their intellectual development and physical ability, as well as their cultural, moral, emotional and spiritual capacity. The Creative Arts plays a huge role in this.

---

**The Sandra Bardas Art Gallery**

Worawa Aboriginal College
60 - 80 Barak Lane, Healesville
Only 5 minutes drive from Healesville
(03) 5962 4344

---

We believe in education, culture & wellbeing

[www.worawa.vic.edu.au](http://www.worawa.vic.edu.au)

Proudly supported by
The Rotary Club of Albert Park